Java Api For Dummies: Quick Reference
Synopsis

Here users can get fast access and accurate reference to the Java language commands needed for creating sophisticated, Java-enhanced web pages. Designed for all levels of Java programmers who need to reference a command they've forgotten or want to double-check, this is the at-your-fingertips guide to the complex Java language.
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Customer Reviews

I bought Java in a Nutshell, first, but found this reference more helpful. It contains the same list of classes, properties, and methods, but gives more tips and examples. It also has the "Lay-Flat" binding which should be required on all reference guides!!

Very handy, and dependable. I use it daily

I keep this book at my side 24/7. It is *the* indispensible guide to the core Java API. It's getting dated, what with Java 2, but it's still really useful. If these guys would publish "Java 2 API for Dummies Quick Reference", it'd fly off the stands. Come on, IDG, give us what we need!
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